054 HANSE 315
ALL-ROUND PERFORMER
With an easily driven
Judel/Vrolijk hull, the
Hanse 315 acclerates
quickly in light breeze.

HANSE HAS RELEASED A COMPLETELY NEW ENTRY LEVEL CRUISER.
BUT AS EDITOR, SCOTT ALLE DISCOVERS, INNOVATIVE DESIGN
ENSURES THE 315 BOASTS THE SPACE AND COMFORT NORMALLY
FOUND ON BIGGER, MORE EXPENSIVE BOATS.
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onservative
production boatbuilders generally
prefer to tack along
in the established
market direction,
unwilling to
break-out of a fairly
constrained set of
parameters.
In more recent times that’s resulted in a
concentration of resources and expanded
choices of new models in the 40-foot and
over segments of the production yacht
market. A 40 is commonly regarded as an
entry-level boat.
Fortunately, Hanse has decided to
continue to invest significant resources in
the 30 to 35-foot category, and in the new 315
model they’ve done an excellent job.
The company’s entry-level cruiser has
nearly all the amenities you would expect
of a larger offering, cleverly configured in
a compact package, which has significant
advantages over its larger stablemates. This
is to be admired because it’s more difficult to
build a small boat than a larger one.
Boats are getting bigger, a function of the
desire to squeeze more stand-up paddle
boards, kayaks, dive-equipment, tenders
and an indoor/outdoor galley into your
apartment on water. And, of course, there’s
nothing inherently wrong with that.
As consumers, we’re entitled to demand
more innovation, space and comfort for
our considerable outlay. But we should still
be able to get as many of these things as
possible in the size boat that suits us best. An
ethos that best sums up this boat.

The 315’s aesthetics are immediately
pleasing. Her lines from Judel/Vrolijk are
purposeful, with an almost plumb bow and
stern making full use of her 9.1 metre (28 ft
8 in) hull length. The deck line is clean, and
though there’s plenty of internal volume,
that’s not reflected externally in a bulky
coach-house profile.
Like her bigger sisters, the 315 has a
manually controlled drop-down transom
that extends the cockpit and becomes a
highly enjoyable swim platform at anchor.
Lowering and raising is easy; via a line with
a latch on either side. There are built-in
pads for a ladder, and the platform grants
easy access on and off a dinghy. All up, the
cockpit space is extended by half a metre.
A chart plotter and instruments from B&G
are at the starboard wheel, and the Lewmar
primary winches are easy to reach from the
helms. Two more winches along with two
banks of Spinlock rope clutches manage
the halyards and single-line reefing on the
cabin top. Two B&G displays for boatspeed/
depth and wind angles are located next to
the port wheel.
Cockpit space is fantastic for a boat this size
due to the twin wheel placement, which opens
up access right through the centre, allowing
for a very nicely finished teak table with folddown sides. A tiller (standard option), would
cut into this welcoming layout.
The twin composite wheels (an option),
from Danish maker Jefa were beautifully
weighted and balanced, with no slack or
lag. The touch is so light and direct, you are
barely aware you are helming at all. The boat
is so well-balanced, it virtually sails itself.
There’s a large, hinged stowage locker

COSMETIC
APPEAL
A clean, sleek
exterior profile
is matched
by an elegant
uncluttered
saloon interior.

underneath the port cockpit seat that easily
swallowed the Code Zero, assorted sheets
and safety gear.
The hull is foam-covered above the
waterline, solid laminate below, and her
deck is balsa-cored, lowering the centre
of gravity and contributing to the 315’s
impressive sailing credentials. A built-in lip
at the deck joint and the gunwale gives extra
control when the boat’s heeled.
A wider top step in the companionway
shows an understanding of moving safely
around in an unpredictable offshore seaway.
Handy grab rails and a recessed light in the
step just reinforce the feeling of security.
The saloon is another example where wellapplied design has reaped major benefits.
There’s plenty of headroom, at least 1.8
metres (6 ft 2 in), due to a lowered cabin
floor that extends to the forward edge of the
galley; you then step up into the main part of
the saloon.
There’s plenty of natural light from
an overhead deck hatch and large fixed
horizontal ports. The saloon table in
American cherry, which seats six, separates
two straight settees, with a seat for a small
aft-facing nav station to port. The standard
interior finish is a satin mahogany with
optional choices of light Italian oak or warm
American cherry.
The L-shaped galley with black quartz
countertops is to starboard with a single
circular sink near the centreline, a Waeco
top-loading refrigerator and a two-burner
Eno stove/oven combination.
To starboard of the companionway is the
aft cabin, with ample cupboard/storage in
the walk-through passage. A transverse
layout (across the boat), means it’s a huge
double berth that comes with a memoryfoam mattress. There’s excellent ventilation
via a screened sealable hatch with UV blind,
all great for cruising.
On the other side of the companionway
to port is the full-size head, with generous
shoulder turning room and vanity basin.
The forward cabin is offered in several
different layouts. The standard layout is a
large v-berth with storage underneath and
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has no door. Without the bulkhead and door,
you have an open full berth with a small
luggage table to starboard. Enclosed, you get
a seat with additional shelves that fold out to
a create a single or double elongated berth.
Most of the boats destined for Australia
have been ordered with the enclosed
bulkhead and cabin door. The hatch in this
cabin also has a screw-down seal, doing away
with the need for taping in rough seas – a very
practical touch lacking on a lot of race boats.
Out on water the engine, an 18 hp Volvo,
was whisper quiet thanks to surrounding
insulation, and was accessible through
panels in the head and stern cabin. It drove
the hull easily, making 5.6 knots at 2500
rpm. There’s plenty of power to push the
boat’s 4.7 tonnes along.
But this is a boat made to sail, and invites to
you to do so due to its friendly, simple set-up.
The beauty of Hanse rigs is the selftacking jib that makes shorthanded sailing
a pleasure. The 315 comes with a 98 per
cent headsail on a Furlex above-deck furler
and a curved sheet track just ahead of the
tapered, aluminum, deck-stepped mast.
The rig, vang and traveler are all from
Seldén, which dominates the European
production boat market.
There is an option to add jib tracks on the
side decks and an 105 percent overlapping
jib. Sails are either Dacron or Elvstrom FCL
(Fast Cruising Laminate).
There’s also a very nicely cut 65.4 square
metre assy from Norths with a snuffer.
During a fairly busy test session, we went
through the entire wardrobe near Cockatoo
Island. The boat’s acceleration was obvious
and she responded to the smallest correction

on the helm.
Craig Rixom, the very happy owner of
Altona, the 315 we tested, told Sails he
brought the boat back from Pittwater under
jib and full main in a 20-knot nor’-easter,
and it was sitting around six to seven knots.
Things got a bit more interesting in the
infamous funnel through the heads.
“I looked at it [the wind-speed indicator],
and it was 32-plus knots,” he recounted
smiling. “We were doing 11 and half knots.
I put two reefs in it, we were coming down
the harbour doing seven or eight knots –
phenomenal,” he enthused.
A dedicated windsurfer, he wanted to
introduce his two children to sailing, and
sees the 315 as the perfect weekend cruiser.
“We’re hoping it’s going to be our Sunday
sailer. It won’t be a twilight racing boat,
it will just be a Sunday afternoon option.
There’s room for the windsurfer.”
And Craig’s one of a rapidly growing
cohort of converts to the 315. One hundred
boats are in production, and Windcraft are
offering a discount on the first ten boats
heading here. According to Mary Bickley,
Hanse Brand Manager at Windcraft, a base
boat starts from $175,000, but she explains
most clients decide to upgrade with options
to around $225,000.
There are now seven models in the very
successful Hanse 5 series, ranging from the
315 to 57 feet. With bigger boats, of course,
comes a larger capital commitment, as well as
higher maintenance and associated berthing
and crew costs. So, if there is no compelling
reason to do so, downsizing to a yacht such as
the 315 is a highly desirable choice.
hanseyachts.com
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HEART STARTER
Perfect for
a weekend
getaway, twilight
sail or coastal
cruise, the 315
is easy to handle
and responsive.

MODEL
LENGTH OVERALL
BEAM

Hanse 315
9.10 metres / 29 feet 8 inches
3.35 metres / 11 feet

DRAFT
1.85 metres / 6 feet 1 inch (standard)
DISPLACEMENT
4,700 kilograms
BALLAST
ENGINE
WATER
FUEL
SAILS
PRICE

1,500 kilograms (standard)
11.8 hp (standard)
230 litres
100 litres
47 m2 / 506 square feet
$242,000 (as tested)

